Our achievements in numbers
OCT 2019 – SEP 2022
Hubs and paedogogy

5 HUBS ESTABLISHED

32 INNOVATIVE PAEDOGOGIES WORKSHOPS
Hubs and paedogogy

118
VIRTUAL MOBILITIES COURSES DEVELOPED

43
NEARLY CARBON-NEUTRAL EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES DURING YEAR 2 AND 3
Mobility

**NUMBER OF OUTGOING STUDENTS TO CIVIS UNIVERSITIES (LONG-TERM MOBILITY)**

**TOTAL : 1420**

**NUMBER OF OUTGOING STUDENTS FROM CIVIS UNIVERSITIES (SHORT-TERM MOBILITY)**

**TOTAL : 1988**

* 321 students participated to CIVIS programmes in their own university adding to a total of 2309
STUDENT FLOWS FOR SHORT-TERM MOBILITIES
Mobility Tools

NEW OR COMMON SERVICES SET UP TO FOSTER THE CREATION OF A SINGLE INTER-UNIVERSITY CAMPUS:

• **DIGITAL** CAMPUS PLATFORM
• **DIGITAL** CIVIS PASSPORT
• **DIGITAL** WELCOME PACKAGE
Open Labs

- **41** CIVIS-FINANCED PROJECTS IN THE OL NETWORK WITH EXTERNAL CO-FUNDING
- **1,333,697€** EXTERNAL FUNDING ATTRACTED
- **1,620** STUDENTS INVOLVED IN OPEN LAB ACTIVITIES
Global Partnerships

6 AGREEMENTS BETWEEN CIVIS PARTNERS AND MEDITERRANEAN/AFRICAN INSTITUTIONS

13 ACTIVE COLLABORATIONS BETWEEN CIVIS PARTNERS AND MEDITERRANEAN/AFRICAN INSTITUTIONS
Communication

15,569 website users per month

5 events at alliance level

70 events at local level